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 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Borrowed voices is a performance featuring performative voice synthesis, 
with two types of instruments: C-Voks and T-Voks. The voices are played a 
cappella in a double choir of natural and synthetic voices.  
Performative singing synthesis is a new paradigm in the already long history 
of artificial voices. The singing voice is played like an instrument, allowing 
singing with the borrowed voice of another. The relationship of embodiment 
between the singer’s gestures and the vocal sound produced is broken. A voice 
is singing, with realism, expressivity and musicality, but it is not the 
musician’s own voice, and a vocal apparatus does not control it. 
The project focuses on control gestures: the music explores vocal sounds 
produced by the vocal apparatus (the basic sound material), and “played” by 
the natural voice, by free-hand Theremin-controlled gestures, and by writing 
gestures on a graphic tablet. The same (types of) sounds but different gestures 
give different musical “instruments” and expressive possibilities.  
Another interesting aspect is the distance between synthetic voices and the 
player, the voice being at the same time embodied (by the player gestures 
playing the instrument with her/his body) and externalized (because the 
instrument is not her/his own voice): two different voices sung/played by the 
same person. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. T-Voks (Theremin + button, right) & C-Voks (stylus/tablet + button/surface, left)  
 
 

 TECHNICAL NOTES 
Borrowed voices is part of a long-term research project on performative voice 
synthesis initiated at the Speech Conductor workshop [1]. Previous systems 
Ramcess [2], Cantor Digitalis [3], and Vokinesis [4][5], explored various 
synthesis engines (formant synthesis, concatenative synthesis) and control 
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interfaces (graphic tablet, MIDI and MPE keyboards, pedals, Puce-Muse 
MétaTouche, Touché, Expressive-E Touché,  Theremin …).  
This research has been accompanied by several musical performances and 
concerts featuring the Chorus Digitalis, an experimental musical choir of 
synthetic voices. Note that performative voice synthesis systems have been 
developed in other research groups:  the Voicer [6] or Handsketch [7], or for 
musical projects like Luna Park [8].  
T-Voks (presented in an accompanying paper [9] is a Theremin-controlled 
voice synthesizer.  This will be the first public appearance of this new 
instrument, with its impressive visual and sound presence. For T-Voks the 
Theremin’s frequency antenna modifies the output pitch of the target utterance 
while the amplitude antenna controls not only volume as usual but also voice 
quality and vocal effort. An additional pressure sensor attached to the player’s 
volume-control hand handles syllabic sequencing. Metrical control is needed 
for accurate syllabic timing control. A pair of control points defines each 
syllable, considered as the basic rhythmic frame. The “arsis” corresponds to 
the constriction (weak beat of the syllable) and the “thesis” corresponds to the 
vocalic nucleus (strong beat of the syllable). The left hand uses a force 
sensitive resistor (FSR) button for biphasic sequencing of rhythmic units (see 
Figure 1, left).  
C-Voks is a voice synthesizer controlled by a pen on a graphic tablet, using 
drawing gestures and a new version of the Vokinesis system  [6][7].  Different 
modes of timing control are available: speech rate, scrubbing and metrical 
control. The speech rate mode corresponds to direct control of the signal 
playback speed. Scrubbing corresponds to direct control of the playback time 
position. Metrical control is the same mode as used in T-Voks. The non-
preferred hand or feet using a button or pedals perform biphasic sequencing of 
rhythmic units. Vocal effort or voice quality is controlled by pressure on the 
tablet and settings.  
The sound engines for C-Voks and T-Voks are similar: pitch, time scales, 
vocal effort, voice quality are modified according to these gestural controls 
with the help of a real-time high-quality vocoder (WORLD).  
This gives an interesting confrontation of free hand gestures of the Theremin 
and calligraphic gestures for singing or speaking. 

 PROGRAM NOTES 
The piece played at NIME'19, entitled “Borrowed Voices” is especially 
composed to explore the various possibilities of vocal instruments played in 
double a choir of natural and artificial voices. It is a collective creation of the 
Chorus Digitalis, featuring Xiao Xiao (T-Voks, voice), Grégoire 
Locqueville (C-Voks, voice), Christophe d'Alessandro (C-Voks, 
voice), Boris Doval (C-Voks, voice). The players’ natural voice join 
occasionally the synthetic vocal quartet in a double choir formation (8 
voices).  New musical possibilities opened by performative singing synthesis 
are explored in prepared improvisation and compositions. The sound and 
gestural material offered by this musical formation allow for :   
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• Voice deconstruction sounding like “computer music” or 
“electroacoustic voice.” Parametric representation and modeling of the 
voice allows for extreme variations. Specific features of the voice can 
be emphasized (formants, pitch, voice quality, vocal tract size, 
roughness), and a rich sonic material based on the voice can be worked 
out in real time. 

• Voice imitation on the contrary privileges the proximity between 
natural and synthetic voice. How close to a natural voice can a 
synthetic voice be? In some situation, a realistic voice is desirable. It is 
at the (possibly interesting) risk of an “uncanny valley” effect. 

• Voice extension in between deconstruction and imitation, the 
augmented voice is a realistic-sounding voice with augmented 
(naturally impossible) features: for instance, a voice with a very large 
register, a male/female voice, a very slow, very rapid pronunciation, 
small and large vocal tracts. Another aspect of voice augmentation is 
the specific vocal gestures allowed by the control interfaces: here the 
Theremin and graphic tablet.  

Borrowed Voices is composed of four clearly contrasted movements rolled 
into a single unbroken piece. Like previous works of the Chorus Digitalis the 
music is polystylistic:  it makes use of multiple styles and techniques, and 
various languages, i.e. pieces of Borrowed Styles. The four movements of 
Borrowed Voices are braid together as follows. The introduction, or 
Movement 1, is an 8-voice motet written by Christophe d’Alessandro. This 
movements are based on English textual material, a 15th century poem by 
Julian of Norwich. The motet is designed as a contrapuntal vocal game, based 
on the strong rhythmic and verse structure of the text, and on the 
synthetic/natural dialectics both at the choir level (4 + 4) and at the individual 
level (double voice). After a short transition comes Movement 2.  It is a solo 
French song: La vie en rose (Edith Piaf, Louis Guglielmi, arranged by Boris 
Doval), sung by T-Voks, with a 3-voices accompaniment. The solo voice is 
sung in an impersonation paradigm, with the typical vocal expressiveness and 
musicality of the French “chanson réaliste”. The vocal arrangement  (3 C-
Voks) by Boris Doval for the accompaniment explores freely the sounds and 
gestures of the synthetic choir.  Movement 3 is a Chinese poem recitation, 
performed by Xiao Xiao on T-Voks. It shows the musicality of Chinese 
speech recited using Theremin gestures. The hand motions are drawing in 
space a gestural equivalent of Chinese tones and vocal expression. Movement 
4 concludes the piece in a prepared improvisation, featuring T-Voks, 3 C-
Voks, and natural voices of the 4 musicians. The improvisation is prepared in 
the sense that the texts (and moods) of Movements 1, 2 and 3 are reused 
(English, French and Chinese) by the 4 singers in this conclusive part.  

 MEDIA LINK(S) 
• Video: https://youtu.be/XxIz6MnT9HM   
• Video: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4xyvyv0e5jyy2b3/TVoks%20NIME19%20subm
ission.mov?dl=0  
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